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I slipped out of the house on Sunday morning, before anyone else 
was up, wearing socks in my sandals. Andrea lets me dress like this 
in the house and in the backyard but she, or one of my kids, usually 
catches me before I can head out the front door in this get-up.  
 
I suddenly find this combination to be really comfortable and I don’t 
care a whit about being fashionable. My long-suffering therapist (it’s 
been 22 years of me not following her advice) told me I would know 
when it was time to retire and I think this is the sign. 
 
I’ve moved into the socks-with-sandals phase of my life. The socks I 
was wearing are my Toronto Maple Leaf socks. This is the name of a 
golf team that plays hockey for a few months every winter. They are 
the first on the links every spring. Very good golfers, or so I’ve heard.    
 
Some might say I’m becoming increasingly curmudgeonly too. 
Remember the two old balcony muppets Statler and Waldorf? I’m 
starting to resemble them in more ways than one.      
 
Everything around me requires my critical gaze and commentary, 
which I am more than happy to give.  
 
For example, the other day I was vacuuming our house but I had to 
stop and interrupt Andrea, who was working, to ask her if she knew 
that our vacuum cleaner hose has a suction control opening. 
Dumbest thing I’ve ever seen. When would anyone who is vacuuming 
their home want less suction? Do I want to leave 20% of the dirt on 
the floor so I can do it again tomorrow?  
 
Later that day I had to get air for my tires so I pulled up to the pump. 
There was a guy behind me patiently waiting. Now why (I asked him) 
is the size and make of tires the only thing I can find emblazoned on 
them? The only thing I ever need to know about my tires is how much 
air to put in them and you have to almost lick the entire tire to read 
the embossed information written in 8.0 font. And then I had to 



calculate kilopascals to pounds per square inch! When I was finally 
finished I realized the guy who was waiting had left before getting air.  
 
In that moment, it dawned on me that nobody, except another 
curmudgeon, wants to spend much time listening to the rantings of a 
grumpy man. If I want to avoid falling too far down the rabbit-hole of a 
lonely future, I have to cheer up.  
 
When I got back in my car I turned on the radio and heard a very 
interesting story about the Canada Warbler. It’s a small greyish bird 
with a yellow breast that winters in the northern Andes Mountains in 
South America and summers right across Canada.  
 
Sooo…here’s the good news. The species have been declining in 
numbers for the last decade because of habitat loss in South 
America. The bird winters in the same place that people grow coffee 
and trees have been cut down to grow the coffee beans. Recently, 
the people in that area have stopped cutting down all the trees 
because they realized the coffee beans grow very well in a reduced 
light. Less work. More trees. More coffee. More Canada Warblers. 
Their numbers are increasing every year now and they are making a 
strong comeback. 
 
I stopped a guy I barely know, who was walking down our street in 
Thornbury, to tell him this story. He was a bit weirded out with my 
enthusiasm but I believe the news about the bird brightened his day.  
 
Another good story I heard was about the Purple Martin, a large 
swallow. They have also been in sharp decline because of habitat 
loss right across North America. But…here’s the good news. They 
are making a tremendous comeback in Michigan and California 
because people are restoring or protecting wetlands and providing 
nesting boxes. Their numbers are increasing strongly…meaning it 
can happen here too if we decide to make it happen.  
 
And…for the first time in many years, there are nighthawks flying over 
Thornbury in the evening and I have seen a lot of brown bats flitting 
around and catching insects over our backyard at dusk too. Does my 
heart good.  
 



And finally, finally…the spring rainbow trout run in the Beaver River 
was reported by fishers, as have being one of the best- ever.  
 
These are not the every-thing-is-wrecked-or-stupid stories shared by 
curmudgeons. We’ve got enough of those floating around already 
and none of us need more negativity in our lives.  
 
This is the time when we need to start finding, sharing and creating 
better news stories. Life is too short not to bring joy where we can.   
 
The first thing you might try is wearing socks with sandals. Will bring 
a smile of comfort and if others start, it will make me look a little less 
geekish too. I would also appreciate your company.                      
 
	


